
A Manual Designed So You Won't Need a 
Magnifying Glass To Read!



 
We made this simplified manual because quite frankly, we hate manuals! 
And you really don't need to be thumbing through pages of a 
manufacturers manual in order to get up and diffusing!

So, you won't find a lot of tech speak here. Just plain ole common sense 
stuff to acquaint you with how our diffuser works. Ok..with that said, let's 
get started.

What's In The Box

As you can see, there are 3 pieces that are packed inside. If you don't 
have all 3..PLEASE contact us immediately at support@finelineliving.com
And we'll get you squared away as fast as you can say aromatherapy!

Ok..now that you have gotten everything out of the box, let's get a bit 
more familiar with your AromaSoft™ Diffuser. In just a few minutes, you'll 
be adding your favorite essential oil and enjoying!
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Taking The Cover Off

To remove the cover, just hold the base of the diffuser and give the top a 
liitle twist counter clockwise and lift the cover off.

Once that's done, this is what it looks like apart.

Now let's get  the power cord hooked up so you don't have to mess with 
that once you put water into the reservoir.

Hooking Up The Power Cord

The power cord can only go in one way. Plus it has a nice channel that is 
built in the base to keep it nice and neat once it's seated. 



And I find that it's much easier to plug it into the base before you add your 
water and your essential oils. I know this to be true because I did it the 
other way once! And yes...I made a mess..

Okay, now you have the power cord securely plugged into the base, let's 
take a quick look at the reservoir.

Where The Good Stuff Goes!

This part will be short and sweet as there really isn't much to tell you. 

WAIT!...One Thing! You do NOT need any special water! Just use water 
directly from your faucet. I take it right as I turn the faucet on so it's 
more towards room temperature.

We've made only one line on the tub and marked it “max”. Naturally, you 
don't have to fill it to this point but this will give you the longest run time 
in either of the 2 mist settings.

How Much Oil Should You Use?

This of course is going to be entirely up to you. You have to know that 
really is no set rule of thumb here. The biggest indicator of course is going 
to be your nose!

You also have to realize that each oil is also going to be different. Some, 
like peppermint are incredibly strong and it doesn't take many drops to get 
a whole lot of scent.



The best advice that can be given here is to have fun experimenting! If 
you don't get the scent you want initially, well...next time add a few more 
drops and see if it's to your liking.

And remember, there really is nothing you can do that will be harmful to 
the diffuser should you add a whole bunch of drops!

Putting The Cover Back On

Ok..you've added water and you've added your essential oil into the 
reservoir base and now it's time to put the cover back on and get ready to 
start diffusing! 

Remember how you took the cover “Off”? It was a small turn counter 
clockwise. To put it back on is just as easy...Except it will be a little turn in 
the clockwise direction. So..just hold the base...place the cover over the 
base..and give it a little twist. You'll “Feel” it lock into place.

Time To Get Diffusing!

Now that you have oil and water in your AromaSoft™ diffuser, time to plug 
it into a outlet and enjoy some aromatherapy!

Choose a room and locate it where it won't get knocked over by accident. 
Remember, some essential oils can stain surfaces.

Ok, now plug it into a outlet and you're ready to turn it on! Now, you have 
2 Choices on how you want your diffuser to run.

Mode 1 – 30 Second Interval Mode

In this Mode, your diffuser will Mist for 30 seconds then be off for 30 
seconds then Mist again and so forth until you either change the setting 
with the “MIST” button..you unplug it...OR until it runs out of water.



If this is the mode you want your diffuser to run in, all you have to do is 
press the MIST button Once. It will start diffusing almost immediately 
and you will see a GREEN Led.

Mode 2 - Continuous Misting Mode

If you want your diffuser to Mist continuously as it runs, all you need to do 
is press the Mist Button a second time. And it will diffuse until it runs 
out of water and shuts itself off. When you are in continuous mode, you 
will see a RED Led above the Mist button.

How To Turn Your Diffuser Off

The nice thing about your AromaSoft™ diffuser is that it has a automatic 
shut off feature built in. You can turn it on, walk away and when the 
diffuser doesn't have enough water in the reservoir to mist, it turns itself 
off automatically. In other words, set it and forget it!

BUT...should you want or need to turn it off it's very simple.

All you need to do, is just press and hold the “MIST” button for a few short 
seconds and the diffuser will shut off.

How To Work The Light Show!

Now let's talk a little about the the lights that your new AromaSoft™ 
comes with.

Here too you have choices. Lights on...lights off. If you just want your 
diffuser to operate in MIST Mode only with NO lights, you don't even 
have to mess with the LIGHT button.



The easiest thing to tell you about the lights is just experiment! You won't 
do the diffuser any harm by pressing the “Light” button multiple times. 
Eventually you'll press it enough times that it will just “start over” with NO 
lights at all. Ok? 

Care And Feeding Of Your AromaSoft™ Diffuser

Probably one of the most asked questions that we receive is “What should 
I clean my diffuser with?”

And you have 2 choices here. The first choice is the manufacturers answer 
and that would be to use a product called citric acid or more commonly 
known as sour salt.

The second choice and this is what we have been recommending, is to use 
a 50/50 mixture of WHITE vinegar and water.

Based on feedback from our customers and from cleaning many diffusers 
here in the lab, this mixture works incredibly well and white vinegar is 
much easier to find at your store.

So..when should you clean it? The easiest answer here is when you notice 
a buildup of any residue in the tub OR when you notice that your mist 
stream has become less.



Every oil is different and so is your water. There really is no set rule of 
thumb here. Just look in the tub and if you notice a lot of residue from 
your diffusing, then it's time to clean.

And it's quite simple and will only take you a few minutes. All you really 
need to do is add the vinegar and water mix into the tub and wash it 
around with a soft cloth or a small sponge then pour it out. 

Look at the tub....does it look all new and shiny again? If it does, then all 
you need to do is make sure the “diffusing plate”, that's the little round 
piece in the center, is also clean.

The easiest way to clean this is to just use a q-tip soaked with white 
vinegar and make it look new again!

When you're done, just give the tub a quick rinse with plain water.

As stated, this whole process is quick and easy

If You Have Questions

If at anytime should you have a question about your diffuser, we want you 
to contact us and ask!

We are real people here at Fine Line Living. We are a small family owned 
business start-up and we believe in treating our customers the way we 
want to be treated. And that means we communicate with our customers.

Yeah...I know...what a novel concept!  

You can reach us in one of two ways. One, you can send us a email at 
support@finelineliving.com

OR -  you can use our support Phone Number - 845-579-5069...and we'll 
get right back to you as soon as possible!
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